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About This Game

Welcome to the Trivia Vault contestant! Play as a contestant in a gameshow called Trivia Vault Literature Trivia and bring your
thinking hat. Answer Literature trivia questions as quickly as you can, the faster you answer the higher the cash value. Correct

answers lock in the digit code for the vault, 10 correct answers cracks the vault and awards bonus cash. Track your progress and
aim for higher scores to accomplish higher ranks. Challenge yourself to beat your high score by playing multiple times and

completing all 25 levels with a total of 250 unique trivia questions.

Features:

3 Codebreaker Lifelines
25 Vaults to Crack(levels)

250 Unique Trivia Questions
Timer Based Questions

Obtain Cash Multipliers Based on Correct Answers in a Level
3 Ranks of Accomplishment per Level
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As much as I liked the first Grotesque Tactics game and recommended it, I cannot recommend this one. As a sequel it's just too
unpolished. It should have been an improvement on the first game. I don't think it was.

The path finding is awful. Sometimes I find the hero bouncing around between his own teammates instead of moving. It
happens enough to be annoying. Uncontrolled members run off in the opposite direction and start combats. There's no way you
can stop them.

More annoying, however, is the lack or direction and description in quests. The quest journal is unorganized and minimalistic at
best. Some people might prefer seeking out and talking to every single NPC again when trying to advance the story line. I don't.
So this might just be personal preference, but there are a few quests that don't even tell you where to go. In others the area is
named incorrectly. I searched several areas before I found the right one.

It's probably better the second time through. I might try it again now that I know where to go.

If you are really a fan of the first game you'll probably still like it. I have to give it a thumbs down, though, as a disappointment..
Not good for even a phone.. The reviews quoted in the game's marketing dialogue are hilariously overstated. This game is
simplistic, and at first plays that to good effect. The problem is, it never goes anywhere with it. It is exactly the same from start
to finish. There are no interesting character upgrades, there are a total of two enemy types (who get a few color changes), and
there are no interesting puzzles...

Worst of all the ending, while billed as "thought provoking" is a single screen of text that makes a weak attempt at impacting the
player. It was barely relevant to the events of the game, and it was so poorly fitted to the context it came wrapped in that I
actually questioned whether the developer intended to end the game at that point.

Unfortunately, he apparently did. This game is drivel... keep your money.. Must have if you are a DJMAX fan!. If you wanna
rage out in 2-5 minutes then this is for you.
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Probably the best of the AGE Games, Rise of Prussia covers the fascinating European Theatre of War during the Seven Years
war, or third silesian war. The Gold Edition also adds the First and Second Silesian Wars, which are smaller and more focused
and great for learning the game. Its a period that is ironically, often overlooked by most people. Taking one of histories greatest
generals, Frederick the Great, you lead the fledgeling nation of Prussia into war against the monstrosities that are France,
Russia, Sweden and most importantly Austria, with only a few hannoverian allied armies supporting you.

The game enjoys minimal bugs compared to most AGE Engine Games, and I have only run into one so far and it was minor at
worst (A General teleporting). The Performance is good, which is something you can't normally say for an AGE game as well,
and whilst it isn't the prettiest game around the graphics are pleasing enough to the eye. Although the UI is a little outdated, its
easy to get used too and can be learnt quickly enough.

A major strength of the game, infact the main focus, is the way in which war is waged. You have total control over your force
composition, in a realistic manner that even takes into account your generals seniority. (A General with more seniority expects
to be promoted before that new guy, even if the new guy is 10x better hes gunna have to get some achievements before being
promoted to leading his own Corps). Your armies are divided into groups, starting with an Field Army, which is made up of
different Corps, which are in turn made of different Brigades, and whom are also made up of Battallions etc. This area of
organization is brilliant for anyone who enjoys reforming whole armies to fit their needs and despite how it sounds, is relatively
simple once you get used to it. The UI for doing this is far less convuluted than similar games (Looking at you hearts of iron).
Each of these forces can be detached or re-attached to their command at will, so if you have a Brigade of Hussars and need to
know if the enemy is in Prague, or still sitting on his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in Vienna, you can detatch them
from the main army and send them on a scouting mission (or a raid). This level of flexibility blends excellently with the warfare
of the time period, where battles are fought and won on manouver.

On the note of manouver, don't expect the enemy to just sit around and wait for you! You both move at the same time, planning
your turn for the next two weeks and then the plans execute simultaneously, this can lead to some very interesting situations and
provides for a far more interesting gameplay experience, and also means you'll have to predict enemy movements and prepare
for them accordingly.

In addition to a brilliant manouver system, the Supply system is perfect, and accurately represents the systems used in the time
period. As you advance deeper into enemy territory, it may become necassery to build supply depots to keep your men fed, and
to even place guards at these depots to ensure enemy cavalry brigades don't come along and raid it. I havn't fully worked out the
supply system yet, but running out of food stocks is sufficiently devestating, and Winter is suitably harsh (In the actual war they
had to sit around in prague until winter was over, I had to do the same thing) effecting supplies, movement and attrition
effectively, as well as combat and encourages one to wait it out and lick your wounds rather than continue the advance.

The game isn't perfect though, it has a few flaws and I think the foremost of them is the military recruitment system. I feel as if,
the recruitment process is a little slow at times, and that whilst the time it takes to prepare men is fine, the number of men I can
prepare at once feels rather limited. I can't speak regarding the realism here, its a personal view and may be to some peoples
liking. But it isn't to mine. Another issue I've run into is the reinforcements. I'm not really sure how they work, and the concept
is never really explained. But I'm sure I'll figure it out eventually, so I'll update the review once I have figured it out.

In short, for those looking for a pretty realistic strategy game, with indepth customization of forces and an excellent
combat\/manouver warfare system and mechanics, this is the game to get. Its fairly priced, clean of bugs, and provides hours of
gameplay.

. You get literally 50 turns (each one represents a year, thus the name). It's short and fun, and inexpensive.
I recommend it, but I sincerely hope that development continues. I would especially like to see the units differentiated in
appearence between the cultures, and I would definitely like to see more Civs (it's currently mosstly white people with a couple
of exceptions - the Egyptians are the darkest skinned of the bunch, and they look more burnt orange in game).
A great start, and a decent time waster for $5. I hope to see it expand! :). Brilliant like the main game plus smaller-scale
scenarios available for the more beginner-friendly overture. .. OK the only NEGATIVE thing I need to say about this is that it
doesn't go full screen. Even though there is a "full screen" button, I repeat, it DOES NOT go full screen.
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With that said, if you do want full screen, you can go to

www.bigfishgames.com

You will have to create an account like steam, but it's a big fish games account. It's quite easy.
Once you do that, like I did, you can play the game and have loads of fun.

So if you like Hidden Items games, I would say thus far in the Mystery case files games, they do not dissappoint. I have played
Huntsville, Return to RavenHearst, and Prime Suspects and I enjoyed every one of them. Surely a great way to kill some time
and looking forward to playing new ones when discounts and specials come on.

Bigfish site seems to always have specials going on there so worth looking into.. it's been 2 years since the release, doesn't feel
like our developer put much effort into updates, so much bugs still exists!!!!!!
another game with good concepts get ruined. easy to play and basic controls! lots of fun to play!. In a sea of Windows only
shooting games, it's very nice to have a solid traditional shooter for Linux too.

I enjoyed every minute of the game. It presented a traditional feel with fresh graphics and levels.
I've managed to 1CC easy mode and will be going back for more.
I don't give numeric ratings. I will say that you should instantly purchase this title if you're in the mood for a "shmup" and know
that the true value of them comes from finishing them without using continues.

The whole game felt great with my joystick.
The developers really seem to know the genre.
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